POLARITIES IN RELATIONSHIPS
Imagine for yourself an atom, I guess we all what it is and how it “look like” with its electrons.
It has its core and the electrons belts around as all good atom does.
In duality, as we (I) know it, this atom, also it is hole in itself, it is in a kind of electromagnetic
unbalance and will have a strong tendency to watch for other atoms having themselves a fitting
electromagnetic instability. It is like a shakiness in the electrons field, the core is, I guess, not really
aware of this.
The meeting of them gives them both a feeling of coming in a finale balance and create a new
reality that is the fusion of the two in something new, something stable for some time.
So the two atoms meet and unite on the base of the need or very latent wish to balance their polarity
and find quietness in the shakiness in the electrons fields.
In a way this connection is very stiff and rigid, and to give the satisfaction it is suppose to bring, it
has to stay in this pattern. Such a relation can also come to an end and then begins a new search to
re-balance, whatever it gets to be the same combination or another from of electromagnetic
equilibrium.
But such an atom will always long for a connection to balance its “unbalances”.
If we now shift in the New Energy realm and let our imagination flow freely.
Now this atom is in fact hole, self sufficient. No unrest with the electrons, the electromagnetic field
is flowing and the atom is pretty well self satisfied in his awareness of his own existence. In this
consciousness the reunion of two (or more) of this atoms becomes a totally new reality, they are
meeting in a hole new way of being with out looking for any balancing because they already Are.
Two entities that meets without, at any electromagnetic level, having any agenda than sharing their
Beingness and awareness of the moment. Dancing in their choice of sharing this or those moment in
total Independence.
Allow yourself to contemplate those two meetings:
 the meeting of the atoms in the old paradigm.
 the meeting of the atoms out of the electromagnetic polarity.
You can choose to take a breathe or more and feel the realities appearing to you.
I guess that this little story gave you a very tangible feeling the differences between a relation based
on the old energy( and we know it pretty well!) and a relation in the New Energy that we are
discovering and integrating and manifesting.
In Love of what IS
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